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In a category-theoretic reatment of automata, one is sometimes lead to 
consider various transcriptions or transductions of free monoids as a component 
of the morphisms in the category. It then becomes of interest to determine the 
epimorphisms in the underlying category of transductions. We study this 
question in several familiar settings centered around the notion of a gsm 
mapping. 
INTRODUCTION 
In a category-theoretic reatment of automata (Give'on, 1967; Prather, 
1970; Rine, 1971) one is sometimes led to consider various transcriptions or 
transductions of free monoids 27* as a component of the morphisms (automata 
homomorphisms) under consideration in the category. The "acceptor 
homomorphism with transcription" (Nelson, 1968) is representative. It then 
becomes of interest to determine the epimorphisms in the underlying category 
of transductions. In this program, we shall view existing elements of the 
theory of automata s morphisms of categories whose objects are the free 
monoids. This approach is not opposing, yet distinct from that usually seen, 
in which morphisms are introduced for familiar objects in automata theory 
in order to study those objects. 
Here, as usual, 27* consists of all finite sequences or words on the finite 
alphabet X, together with concatenation f words as multiplicative operation 
and e as multiplicative identity. And we recall that in the sense of category 
theory (Mitchell, 1965) a morphism u: 27* -~ A* is an epimorphism if it is 
right cancellable, i.e., if 
in any scheme 
WlU ~ V2U ::~ V 1 ~ V 2 
Vl 
Z* u --~ A *_~ F*. 
~2 
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In any category, the concept of an epimorphism is the natural and proper 
vehicle for introducing quotient objects (Bicur and Deleanu, 1969). Yet 
a survey of the applications will reveal that certain desireable properties 
depend on the transduction being surjective (onto). For example, let u: A ~ B 
be a homomorphism with transcription for acceptors A, B and let A A and AB 
represent the languages accepted by A and B, respectively. Then u(Aa) = AB 
if the transcription is surjective. While it is always clear (because our 
morphisms are functions) that surjections are epimorphisms, a most satis- 
factory situation would appear to be that in which the two notions coincide. 
But even so, the right-cancellation property is the more useful in the "proofs 
by diagram chasing" that abound in any category-theoretic framework. 
gsm MAPPINGS 
A gsm (generalized sequential machine) (Ginsburg, 1962) is a system 
U = (S, 27, A, M, N) in which 
(i) S is a finite set (of "states") with distinguished o ~ S; 
(ii) Z', A are finite alphabets; 
(iii) M, N are functions 
M:S  XZ*~S,  N :S  XZ*~A*  
satisfying the axioms: 
M(s, E) = s, 
M(s, xy) = M(M(s,  x), y), 
N(s,  ~) = ~, 
N(s, xy) = N(s, x) N(M(s, x), y). 
The axioms cause M, N to be completely determined by their restriction to 
S x z~. The function u: 2:* ---> A* given by 
u(x) : N(o, x) 
is the corresponding gsm mapping. We shall adhere throughout o this 
convention of letting a lower case letter denote the gsm mapping corre- 
sponding to the gsm designated by (the same) capital letter. 
The gsm mappings constitute the morphisms in a category of transducers 
in which the objects are the free monoids. The required associative com~ 
position of morphisms is afforded by the cascade product (Ginsburg, 1962) 
of gsm's. In this context, we have 
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THEOREM 1. The gsm mapping u: Z*--+ A* is an epimorphism iff it is 
surjective. 
Proof. We have only to show that if u is not surjective, then it is not an 
epimorphism of the category. So we suppose that y ~ A* is not an image 
under u: Z* -+ A*. Then i fy  = YIY~ ""Ye (YJ ~ A, k >/ 1) we consider the 
gsm's 
V; = ({0, 1 , . ,  k + 1}, A, {1}, M, Ni) (i = 1, 2) 
for which 
M( j - -  1,y~) = j  (1 ~<j~<k),  
Na(k -- 1, Yk) = N2(k, Yj) = 1 (y~ ~ A). 
In all other instances, M is to take the value k + 1 and each N i the value E. 
Then v I = v2 with the single exception 
v l (y )  = 1 =~ ~ = v2(y ) .  
We have v 1 =/= v 2 but vlu = v2u so that u is not an epimorphism. 
It follows that in any richer category (e.g., recursive functions) the 
surjections and epimorphisms will coincide. In the next section, we look in the 
other direction to consider two important subcategories. 
Two SUBCATEGORIES 
Letting the nonnegative integer [xl  denote the length of a word x, a 
length-preserving [] u(x)l = Ix I] gsm mapping is called a csm mapping 
because it can be effected by a complete sequential machine (N: S × Z'---~ A 
rather than A*). 
THEOREM 2. The csm mapping u: X* -~ A* is an epimorphism iff it is 
surjective. 
Proof. Again we suppose that y = YlY2 ""Yk is not an image under 
u:27"--~A*, but in this instance, neither is yz  for all z~A* .  We con- 
struct csm's 
with 
Vi ---- ({0, 1,..., k -t- 1}, A, {1, 2}, M, N~) (i ---= 1, 2) 
M( j  -- 1, yj) = j (1 ~ j <~ k), 
N# -- 1, Yk) = 2. 
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In all other instances, we let M take the value k + 1 and each N, the value 1. 
Then 
vl(y) = l~  ~ lr~-12 = *dy)  
so that % ~ v2 on all words yz. Yet 
VlU(X) = v2u(x ) = ll< 
for all x E 2;* so that u is not an epimorphism. 
A second subcategory is represented by the monoid homomorphisms 
u: Z* --~ A* of free monoids. Here, the length function has the representation 
l: 22* --> {1}* in which l(x) = 11~1. In this connection, we state a 1emma whose 
proof by induction follows immediately from elementary cancellation 
properties of free monoids, and is therefore omitted. 
LEMMA. I f  lv = lw: A* _+v I'* --~ {1}* and if v(y) = w(y), then ---~¢v 
v(8) = w(8) for each symbol 8 occurring in the wordy. 
I f  [ Z[  = n and [A ] = m, we are led to consider the n × m matrix 
U = (ui~) in which the entries are nonnegative integers (ai ~ Z', 8j ~ 4): 
u~- = number of occurrences of 8a in u(ai). 
THEOREM 3. The monoid homomorphism u: 2,*--~ A* is an epimorphism 
1ff rank U = m. 
Proof. Suppose rank U < m. Then the system of equations 
u, jx j=O (1 ~ i~n)  
j= l  
has a nontrivial solution (x I ..... x~) which we may take to consist of integers. 
There will then exist (with %- -  wj = xj for nonnegative integers vj,  w~.) 
two distinct maps 
namely, 
v ,w:  ~ +v,  (v={1}) ,  
v(aj )  = 1 °~ w(a~) = 1 w, 
and consequently, we have v 4= w for the unique extensions 
v, w : A*- -+/ '*  
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to monoid homomorphisms. But vu  = wu because for all a~ a Z 
vu(~i)  = 1 z" .~ j  = F '~.~, = wu(~) .  
Conversely, if rank U-~ m, then the system ~ u~jxj  = 0 has only the 
trivial solution. Thus if we suppose vu  = wu for monoid homomorphisms 
v, w: A * -+/ ' *  over any alphabet _P, 
vu(a i )  = wu(a i )  (1 ~< i ~< n) 
so that 
m 
uij I v(~j)l = I v (u~) l  : I w(u~¢)l = ~ u,j I w(~j)l  • 
j= l  j=l 
Subtracting, 
o = Y~ u,j(I ~(aj) l  - I w(~,-)l) 
and by the hypothesis on U we obtain 
I v(a,.)l = [ w(aj)l ( j  = 1,..., m).  
Since this implies l v  = lw  it follows from the lemma that 
v(~) = w(aj) 
for all 8j occurring in the u(ai). But if some 8 5 did not occur, we could not 
have rank U = m. Thus v = w and u is an epimorphism. 
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